
Normalisation Experiments: Planning, Deployment, and AnalysisRoy ShestowitzMarh 11, 2007AbstratThis doument outlines an augmented experimental plan. It ontains a suint proposition for ex-periments to be run, whih in turn help us understand how to normalise assessors of non-rigid registration(NRR) that use appearane models. The ore of these experiments involves two syntheti (randomly-drawn) distributions whih are deliberately varied for the purpose of subsequent analysis. Additionally,di�erent fator in the evaluation, suh as the power to whih di�erenes get raised, are being investi-gated. The outome of the experiments is of speial interest in its own right, yet it also helps provide amore objetive measure for real-world appliations and makes the evaluation framework we have morevaluable.1 Outline of ExperimentsS everal experiments that fall under the same theme have already been run. They are summarised in aweekly progress1. Below we have listed a list of experiments whose eduational value justi�es systemativariation of one parameter or another.1. Varying | · |: Does one get the same behaviour when hanging from a Eulidean distane to a shu�edistane? If the variation as funtion of set size is linear (i.e. we get a straight line as before), does ithave the expeted slope? Do we even get a straight line at all?2. Using the �rst and seond nearest neighbour distanes. Does one still get a straight line? We ouldlook at the mean of the �rst and seond nearest neighbour distanes separately. Do we get a straightline for one but not the other as you vary n? We an then repeat the experiments using shu�e ratherthan Eulidean distane.3. Now try the e�et of varying the dimensionality. Stik to the same sort of generating distributions,and see if you an the straight-line behaviour for higher d as well.4. Try with some non-Gaussian distributions. I mean some sort of bent banana-shaped satter, ratherthan anything like a �at distribution.2 Results3 Conlusions
1Report URL: http://shestowitz.om/Researh/Progress/Reports/2005-2006/RSPRS098/
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